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Specifications: 
 
Software releases for Windows 10 and Ubuntu 16.04 available at gmrv.es/neurotessmesh. 
 
The application requires a graphic card that supports OpenGL 4.0 at least. NVIDIA offers support for                
GPU tessellation from the GTX 400 serie on, and ATI/AMD from Radeon HD 5000 serie on. Previous                 
series of both companies are not able to tessellate and consequently the mesh refinement will not                
work. 
 
Note: The GPU Tessellation on Intel graphics cards is present only on certain models, for more                
information you can visit the next link: Supported APIs and Features for Intel® Graphics Drivers. 
 
User interface: 
 
Load scene or neuron morphology. (Neuron morphology must be described following the SWC format              
(see an example here). Scenes composed of several neurons must be described using a xml specific                
format (see an example here)). 
 
 

 
 
 
 

http://research.mssm.edu/cnic/swc.html
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/support/graphics-drivers/000005524.html
http://gmrv.es/neurotessmesh
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-2-am2DUUmKUmo4Q3Y5bjNVWDQ/view?usp=sharing
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/support/graphics-drivers/000005524.html
http://neuromorpho.org/dableFiles/yuste/CNG%20version/GA02327c1.CNG.swc


 
Configuration panel:  

● Tessellation params: 
○ Subdivision level: maximum level of subdivisions for the visualization [1-30]. 
○ Distance threshold: further distance to which the subdivision is applied [0-1], being 1             

the camera maximum visibility distance. 
○ Tangent smoothing: scales the modulus of the orientation vectors applied to smooth            

the neurite trajectories [0-1], being 0 no smoothing and 1 the maximum smoothing. 
● Tessellation criteria:  

Select the tessellation criteria applied in the subdivision between Homogeneous (same level            
of subdivisions for all the mesh ) and Camera Distance (the level of subdivisions is higher                
near the camera). 

 

 
 
 
Render Options Panel:  

● Color: select the color for each of the following entities. 
○ Background 
○ Neuron  
○ Selected neuron 

● Render piece selection: select the parts (full, only somata, only neurites or nothing) of the               
neuron to visualize. This selection can be done independently for each of the following types               
of neurons. 

○ Neuron 
○ Selected neuron 



 
 
 
Edit And Save panel:  

● Select Neuron: select the target neuron from a list of the neurons in the current scene. 
● Parameters: different parameters to modify the reconstructed neuronal mesh. 

○ Radius factor: scales the radius of the initial sphere used to generate the soma. [0-1]. 
○ Neurite [n] factor: factor that multiplies the distance from the neurite n to the soma. 0:                

Distance=0 (on the soma surface). 1: Current distance*2 
● Save button: save the actual mesh reconstruction to “obj” file. 

 

 
 
 



Scene camera controls: 
● Rotation: mouse left button + mouse movement 
● Translation: mouse scroll button + mouse movement 
● Zoom In/Out: mouse scroll 

 
Use case:  
 

1. Load a “swc” file. 
 

 
 

 
2. Visualize and navigate through the reconstructed neuronal mesh using the scene camera            

controls as previously explained in User interface section. 
 

 



3. Change the render options.  
In this example the Subdivision level has been increased to 10, the Distance threshold has               
been also increased and the Tessellation criteria has been modified to Homogeneous criteria. 

 

 
 

 
4. Modify the soma reconstruction params.  

In this example the soma volume has been decreased setting the Radius factor to 0.75 and                
the starting points of the neurites have been displaced using the Neurite [n] factors.   

 

 
 



5. Save the result mesh to “obj” file. 
 

 


